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CLAIMS RUN-OFF PATTERNS - October 1991 update

The attached tables update those presented to the General

Insurance Study Group (GISG) in October 1990, by including

data from the 1989 returns in their calculation. The

methodology derives from the report of the working party on

claims run-off patterns presented to GISG in October 1989.

Following comments at GISG in 1990, two changes have been

made. For the inflation adjusted chain ladder (IACL) and

average claim (AVC) methods we have reverted to our previous

assumption that future inflation at 8% (10% was assumed for

the 1990 tables) is implicit in companies' estimates of

outstandings. The run-off patterns for comprehensive and non-

comprehensive motor are now distinct for the first 6 years (5

years in 1990) of the run-off (years 0-5). For later years

(except for five companies which distinguished comp and non-

comp prior to 1981), a common run-off pattern has been used.

Data

All the data came from Forms 33 of the returns which have to

be made to the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) by

companies authorised to write business in the UK. Forms 33

(and for 3 year business Forms 35) constitute the most

comprehensive set of claims run-off data available for UK

companies. We are grateful to the DTI for allowing us to use

this data. An example of Form 3 3 appears on page 8.

Subject to certain de minimis exceptions, the direct (and

facultative reinsurance) business carried on by UK authorised

insurance companies must be analysed into risk groups and for

each risk group the run-off of the claims must be presented in

Forms 33 (or 35). A risk group comprises risks constituting

part of the business carried on in any one country within any

one of the 8 non-treaty DTI accounting classes, "which, in the

opinion of the directors, are not significantly dissimilar
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either by reference to the nature of the objects exposed to

such risks or by reference to the nature of the cover against

such risks given by the company".

The intention was that risk groups should be relatively

homogeneous so that the run-off could be expected to be

reasonably stable, but the definition is broad enough to

permit considerable heterogeneity. Thus run-off patterns might

be expected to vary considerably between different companies

and within companies from year to year.

It should be noted that from 1981 UK "home foreign" business

has been treated as written in a different country from other

UK business for the purpose of risk group definition. Thus for

UK business currency movements should not distort the

statistics. From 1981 also, private motor has had to be

distinguished from other motor business and comprehensive

private motor distinguished from non-comprehensive.

All the data analysed relates to UK business. The risk groups

examined are Employers Liability (EL), Comprehensive Private

Motor (Comp), Non-comprehensive Private Motor (Non-comp), and

Fire. Most companies did not distinguish between Comp and Non-

comp for years of origin prior to 1981, and Comp/Non-comp data

were supplemented by Private Motor data for these years of

origin. Although the data suggests that, from the fourth year

of the run-off (ie omitting years 0-2), the claims run-off

patterns are very similar, the run-off patterns for years 0-5

have been separately analysed.

Most of the data came from the DTI computer database rather

than directly from the returns. Full data relating to payments

before 1981 were not readily available; the total payments for

each year of origin was available but not the split by year of

payment.
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The Form 33 data are gross in that they make no allowance for

reinsurance recoveries (but subrogation recoveries and salvage

are treated as negative claim payments). The run-off patterns

shown in the tables are therefore not immediately applicable

to a net (of reinsurance) run-off. In general we would expect

a net run-off to be shorter than a gross run-off, partly

because reinsurance recoveries relate mainly to the larger

claims which may by their nature take longer to settle, and

partly because of the time taken to make reinsurance

recoveries.

Data discrepancies and distortions

Comparisons for a year of origin between box 19.3 of Form 33

(payments in previous years of the run-off) and the sum of

boxes 19.3 and 19.2 (payments in the year) in the previous

year's returns revealed a number of discrepancies. These were

investigated and the data adjusted as appropriate. (See

section A5 of the 1989 report.) In cases where no explanation

for the discrepancy was available the incremental payments

figures (19.2) were used in preference to the cumulative

payments (19.3).

The existence of data discrepancies should be considered

before drawing conclusions about individual companies from

the run-off patterns shown. The possibility of errors not

signalled by data discrepancies also needs to be borne in

mind.

The employers liability statistics include latent disease

claims, both in the payments and outstanding (notified and

IBNR) figures. There is normally no uniquely correct way of

allocating such claims to a year of origin and thus some

distortion of the statistics is inevitable.
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It is known that a number of companies discount at least some

employer liability claims. No allowance is made for this

feature when calculating tail factors.

The later years of run-off for the fire risk group show

negative payments, believed to be mainly subrogation

recoveries from liability insurers. For the most part such

recoveries would appear not to be anticipated in the estimates

of outstandings (presumably as the result of applying prudent

accounting principles), which leads to an inconsistency. Where

large risks are reinsured faculatively, there can be double-

counting and this can lead to distortions.

Tail factors

Tail factors were obtained by averaging from company estimates

for the three earliest years (75-77 or, for fire, 81-83). They

assume that the company estimates are correct, are not

discounted (explicitly or implicitly), and make full allowance

for future inflation. To the extent that these assumptions are

incorrect, the tail factors are wrong.

The procedure adopted can give somewhat peculiar results when

payments in the last two years of the run-off are compared

with assumed payments thereafter. (Note this does not affect

the motor tables.) This particularly affects the fire risk

group because, as noted above, recoveries tend not to be

anticipated in company estimates of outstandings.

Mean terms

Mean terms are presented as a simple means of indicating the

length of a run-off pattern into a single figure and

facilitating inter-company comparisons. Knowledge of mean

terms enables the approximate impact of discounting, for

instance, to be estimated (though choice of run-off pattern

given the mean term can sometimes materially affect the result
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of discounting).

In calculating mean terms we assumed that all payments were

evenly spread throughout the year of payment. This is of

course an oversimplification, and individual companies, whose

own data is likely to be more detailed, can and do use other

assumptions internally. For the specific purpose of inter-

company comparisons we do not consider that our assumption is

likely to cause serious distortion.

Arbitrary assumptions were made regarding the mean terms of

the tails of the run-off patterns. While curve fitting

techniques could have been used, we considered that the

results would have been of limited accuracy and likely to

introduce spurious differences between companies.

The mean term of outstanding claims was assumed to be four

years for employers liability at the end of the fifteenth

year, two years for motor at the end of the thirteenth year,

and two years for fire at the end of the ninth year. The

effect of alternative assumptions on the weighted mean term of

the aggregate data is shown.

The weighted mean term is shown as a particular indicator of

the overall mean term of a company's claims liabilities. The

weights used were the proportions outstanding based on the

run-off pattern, rather than the amounts outstanding at each

duration. While the latter is a more usual statistic, it

reflects changes in the size of the account and so such

changes would have been reflected in inter-company comparisons

of this statistic.

The problem of estimating run-off patterns from a set of run-

off data mostly arises in the context of the estimation of

outstanding claims or the validation of an outstanding claims
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provision. Most statistical methods of estimating outstanding

claims generate, implicitly or explicitly, an assumed run-off

pattern.

We have used four estimation methods. Three are familiar in

the context of outstanding claims estimation/verification:

basic chain ladder, inflation adjusted chain ladder and an

average claim method. The fourth (company incurred) is an ad

hoc method based, inter alia, on the assumption that a

company's outstanding claims estimate is correct and

undiscounted.

The negative payments in the tail of the Fire risk group,

together with the fact that estimates of outstandings are

generally positive, makes the company incurred method unstable

in the tail. The run-off patterns for the CI method for Fire

therefore do not distinguish individual years at durations 5

and over (except for the aggregate). Mean terms have not been

calculated since they would not be comparable with those

calculated using the other methods.

Those interested in the detailed methodology should refer to

the 1989 working party report.

Inflation

The index of average earnings (Department of Employment index,

all employees, June value) was used in the inflation adjusted

chain ladder and average claim methods for EL and motor. For

the Fire risk group, the construction output index of producer

prices, published in the CSO Monthly Digest of Statistics, was

used. The run-off patterns shown for the IACL and AVC methods

assume inflation of 8% throughout in line with our working

assumption about future inflation.
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For the IACL and AVC methods it was necessary to make an

assumption about the assumptions made by companies for future

inflation when setting claims reserves. We have reverted to

the 8% assumption used in the 1989 report, which we believe to

be a not unreasonable estimate to have made in the early part

of 1990, when the 1989 returns were being finalised. Thus the

8% assumption is thought to be reasonably consistent with most

companies' claims estimates.

 Hinton

A J Macnair

C A Buchanan
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Returns under Insurance Companies Legislation Form 33

General business; Analysis of claims by number and cost

Name of Company CO-OPERATIVE INSURANCE SOCIETY LIMITED

Financial year ended 31ST DECEMBER 1990

 UNITED KINGDOM Currency STERLING

Accounting class MOTOR VEHICLE

Co untr y



Index to Tables

RUN-OFF PATTERNS & MEAN TERMS

In the following tables "size" is the total of the claims

payments included in the analyses, excluding payments relating

to years of origin 1975-80 for the motor risk groups.

11. Fire IACL Run-off patterns

12. Mean terms

13. BCL Run-off patterns

14. Mean terms

15. AV CLAIM Run-off patterns

16. Mean terms

17. CO INC Run-off patterns

18. Aggregate data

19. EL IACL Run-off patterns

20. Mean terms

21. BCL Run-off patterns

22. Mean terms

23. AV CLAIM Run-off patterns

24. Mean terms

25. CO INC Run-off patterns

26. Mean terms

27. COMP IACL Run-off patterns

28. Mean terms

29. BCL Run-off patterns

30· Mean terms

31. AV CLAIM Run-off patterns

32. Mean terms

33. CO INC Run-off patterns

34. Mean terms

35. NON-COMP IACL Run-off patterns

36. Mean terms

37. BCL Run-off patterns

38. Mean terms

39. AV CLAIM Run-off patterns
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40. NON-COMP AV CLAIM Mean terms

41. CO INC Run-off patterns

42. Mean terms

43. FIRE

44. EL

45. COMP

46. NON-COMP
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Run-off Survey Questionaire

At the 1989 GISG conference, the Claims Working Party presented
its final report on run-off patterns experienced in four risk
groups (comp, and non-comp. motor, fire and employers' liability)
by companies representing a substantial proportion of the UK
market in these areas. This report was based on data from the
1981-87 DTI returns. At the 1990 conference, Peter Hinton and
Andrew Macnair (two members of the original party) presented
updated tables based on data to the 1988 returns, and at this
conference have issued a second update based on data to the 1989
returns.

In order that future updates can be tailored to readers' needs,
we would be grateful if you could complete as much of the
following questionaire as pertains to your use of these tables.

Name (optional)

Company (optional)

Do you use :

(a) the tables of run-off patterns ?

(b) the tables of mean terms ?

If so, do you use individual company (as opposed to aggregate)

(a) run-off patterns ?

(b) mean terms ?

Would it be a loss if :

(a) the company incurred method was omitted

(b) the other three methods (BCL, IACL, average cost per claim)
were reduced to a single method (which ?)

Would you like to see the following appearing in the updates,
assuming that something else (perhaps mean terms or individual
companies or some of the methods) would have to go to make room
for it :

(a) risk groups such as public liability where the underlying
business varies between individual companies making
aggregate run-off patterns less useful?



(if so, would you then need individual company run-offs or
would an aggregate run-off still be useful ?

(b) risk groups written by few companies so that again the
aggregate run-off would be unreliable ?

(again would you need individual company run-offs ?

(b) more companies ?

(c) home foreign risk groups ?

(d) major non-UK country risk groups ?

(e) blocks of countries (e.g. Europe) ?

(bearing in mind for (c)-(e) the increased heterogeneity and
possible currency problems).

Please add any further comments you think would be useful :

)

)


